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Abstract 
In this paper we show how we have applied, in a current project, mobile agent 
technology to an industrial process in the field of textile manufacturing. The 
project involves several companies, each of which is a Europe-wide representative 
of one of the key phases of the textile production process (e.g. spinning, weaving, 
dyeing, finishing and ready made clothing). The main contribution of this paper is 
the description of the agent-oriented application framework which integrates their 
business enterprlse information systems, to create a supply and distribution chain 
in the volatile (seasonal) environment of top fashion men's and women's wool 
garment manufacturing. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
As pointed out in (Deis, 1996), there has been a series of global, massive changes 
in recent years in the business environment of Computer Integrated Manufacturing 
(CIM). Production is now characterized by smaller lots with wider variation; the 
market changes morerapid and has shorter Iead times; companies rely on extensive 
outsourcing instead of intemal production . 
. These changes have led to an increasing need to integrate process chains beyond 

company boundaries to customers and suppliers, in order to create network-wide 
integrated distributed Virtual Factaries (VFs) (Raulefs, 1994, Nau, 1997). 
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In (Bell, 1996) a VF is defined as "a community of dozens of factories each 
focused on what it does best, alllinked by an electronic network that would enable 
them to operate as one -- flexibly and inexpensively regardless oftheir location". 

A Virtual Factory is a specific example of a distributed system which supports 
highly specialized, concurrent and distributed task-planning and decision making, 
integrating enterprise-wide business functions with Flexible Manufacturing 
Systems (FMS). 
In order to ensure coherence in problem-solving and decision making and to 

guarantee that end-users and application designers use a VF effectively, a 
technology which allows geographically dispersed activities to be flexibly 
combined and coordinated is necessary. 

The goal of this paper is to show how we have applied Agent Technology (for a 
survey see (Riecken, 1994)) and Code Mobility (for a survey see (Ghezzi and 
Vigna, 1997) in the development of a communication and coordination 
infrastructure between distributed information systems. The infrastructure 
integrates the production planning and markering activities of several European 
textile manufacturing factories involved in a current ESPRIT project. 

The main contribution of this paper is the description of the agent-based 
application framework, which has been developed during the project. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 analyses the requirements and the 
characteristics of the communication and coordination infrastructure that we have 
developed in order to integrate distributed supply chains. Section 3 describes the 
design of the application framework which implements the integration 
infrastructure. Section 4 documents some related work. Finally, Section 5 draws 
some conclusions. 

2 PRODUCTION AND SUPPL Y ELECTRONIC CHAIN 
The project under consideration will create a supply and distribution chain in the 
volatile (seasonal) environment of high fashion men's/women's wool garment 
manufacturing. The cycle of textile processes, from fiber to garment is made up of 
a long chain of operations grouped in a few important stages: spinning, weaving, 
dyeing, finishing and ready made or made-to-measure clothing. 

Large fully integrated companies performing the full cycle are very rare. The 
textile industry is typically conservative, and Iiaisons amongst different firms are 
generally based on traditional schemes and methods; therefore quick response and 
continuous swift adaptation of production planning in real time are little known 
and seldom applied. 
This situation constitutes a serious handicap, especially in the worsted and woollen 
industry, whose high priced goods, with a strong percentage of fancy colours and 
pattems are manufactured. The market is characterized by rapid changes of 
fashion, style and Iook. This in turn requires deliveries within a period of weeks. 
This factor compels the operators in the different branches in the cycle to Iook for 
ways of establishing closer integration and creates the need for speed in 
communication. 

The market requirement is therefore for an interconnecting network where 
product data coupled with a strongly integrated scheduling of the production 
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between retailers, the garment producer and its suppliers, commission transformers 
and customers, reduces the time between securing an order and delivering the 
product to a minimum. 

Our contribution to the project has provided the architectural infrastructure that 
allows the different local factories to automate the process of cooperation and it 
consists of: 
• A distributed Product Data Management (PDM) system accessible to all of the 

partners. Upstream (wool-spinning) the chain will respond mostly to the 
exchange of technical data with the objective of facilitating commercial 
transactions and identifying the product better. Product quality and technical 
aspects, quality and environmental (eco labelling) data will by-pass the 
manufacturer (in other words it will no Ionger be under the sole control of the 
manufacturer) and will flow to weavers and spinners directly. The PDM 
system will allow garment product data right to be tracked up to the wool data. 

• A distributed planning and scheduling system. In the center of the chain 
{spinning-weaving-manufacturing) the emphasis will be mostly on order
material management aspects. This part of the chain will stress and 
demoostrate the viability of distributed planning and it will be mostly 
responsible for the quick response capabilities expected from the system. 

• An interactive access system to the supply chain through the Web. 
Downstream the chain will be characterized by the interaction between 
retailers and manufacturers. The framework raises the inter-factory 
relationship from the current file . transfer Ievel, established by private 
networks with added value services, to the Ievel of direct interaction between 
partners offering each partner the advantage of operating directly on the 
other's facilities. 

The framework has been designed in such a way that it meets the following 
specific requirements of the distributed information systems for the industry: 
• Heterogeneity. A VF integrates legacy systems which are heterogeneous and 

not designed to be interactive. They are usually implemented using different 
technology, different languages and for different operating platforms. In 
particular, the local factories in the supply chain have heterogeneous resource 
planning systems. 

• Scalability. A VF should be able to integrate new applications into the 
distributed system without affecting the other components of the system. 

• Reconfigurability. The interactions between the local factories of the supply
chain should be flexible and easy to accommodate to new requirements. In 
many cases it is not possible to interrupt the production process, shut down the 
entire system and reconfigure it off-line. In particular, the enterprise resource 
planning system should be able to react to the dynamics of the market 
(changes due to strikes, modifications in exchange rates etc.). 

• Easy accessibility. The distributed and heterogeneous nature of the system 
should be hidden to the user who must be able to access its services in a 
homogeneaus way. 
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• Performance. Communication between local factories may induce a high 
network traffic. It is necessary to speed up the exchange of information among 
the enterprises of the supply chain. 

• Security. The factories belonging to the supply chain interacts through a 
common medium, i.e. Internet. The communication infrastructure should 
protect them against unauthorized attempts to access information or interfere 
with their operations. 

3 THE FRAMEWORK 
The supply-chain infrastructure has been designed as an organization of 
cooperating agents, i.e. integrated software units of design that can be flexibly 
composed with other sirnilar units to build complex systems. From a structural 
point of view, the agents of our framework closely resemble objects as defined by 
the Object-Oriented Technology: 
• Like active objects (Minoura et al., 1993), agents encapsulate and manage one 

or more independent threads of control. They can act on behalf of another 
agent (human or software) providing services on demand, they can react to 
extemal or intemal events (such as a clock), or they can perform background 
activities such as monitoring their own activity or the extemal environment. 

• Agents have an identity which distinguishes one agent from the other agents in 
the same system and it is expressed in terms of a name, an address, and a 
description of the services it provides (Brugali and Sycara, 1998). 

• Agents are static, i.e. they can not autonomously change their location. 
However, they can be added or removed from the system at run-time, and their 
identity can be communicated to other agents. 

• Agents have reasoning capabilities which determine their behavior; the agent's 
behavior is specified in a declarative way (by rules, constraints, and goals) and 
may change dynamically at run-time. 

lnteractions among agents are established dynamically according to the 
dependencies among their functionality. The same capability may be provided by 
different agents and the same agent may provide several capabilities. 

Agents can cooperate since they share the same communication language and a 
common vocabulary, which contains words appropriate to common application 
areas and whose meaning is defined in a shared ontology (Genesereth, 1994). 

In our framework, agents communicate using code mobility as weil: the content 
of a message is an entire program with a complexity which can range from simple 
procedures to objects with state and behavior (mobile agents). Code mobility is 
achieved using the IBM Aglets framework (Lange and Oshirna, 1998) based on the 
Java language. Mobile agents have a behavior, a state and a location. They are able 
to migrate from one static agent to another one. 
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Figure 1. Tbe Analysis of the integration infrastructure. 

Our agent-based framework consists in a set of static and mobile agents 
organized in three functionallevels (see Figure 1): 
• Supply Chain Level. A set of static agents (Factory Agents) operate the 

physical factories which are part of the supply chain. They manage product, 
business, and information models and integrate the factory's business 
functions (order management) with its Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) 
system. They reside on computers tightly coupled to the factories they operate 
and provide the execution environment for the mobile agents which migrate 
from other Factory Agents. 

• Factory Level. A physical factory is usually organized in a hierarchy of 
control modules with different responsibilities allocated to each Ievel (Aarsten 
et al. 1996). At the highest Ievel the Facility represents one complete 
production system and performs long-term, strategic planning. It 
communicates orders to a shop floor module which schedules production lots 
(a Iot is an administrative entity indicating a group of identical pieces to be 
manufactured together) and coordinates the factory's FMS. 

• User Level. The users access the services provided by the VF through a Web 
browser, which hosts mobile agents called Interface Agents. They help and 
guide the users in retrieving and using services and information through the 
supply chain. They interact with the Factory Agents in order to post the 
customer' s orders. 

Theseparation into three functionallayers increases the flexibility of the multi
agent organization. New users can access the distributed system through new 
Interface Agents, new collaboration protocols can be shared by the Factory Agents, 
and new physical factories can become part of the supply chain. 
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Figure 2. The design of a Factory Agent. 

3.1 Collaboration Ievel 

The collaboration Ievel consists of bringing together Factory Agents, each one 
performing a specific activity in the manufacturingldistribution process (e.g. 
spinning), and mobile agents (Proxy Agents and Voyager Agents) migrating 
between Factory Agents (see Figure 2). 
Factory Agents 
Factory Agents cooperate with each other to improve the overall performance of 
the whole system in terms of quality, costs and response time. 

A typical interaction between factories is when a customer (e.g. a dyeing 
company) requests raw or semi-finished materials from a supplier (e.g. a weaving 
company). The request triggers the scheduling system of the supplier's factory 
(represented in Figure 2 by the class ERPADAPTER and described in Section 3.2) 
which has to try to register the incoming request and reply to it as quickly as 
possible forecasting Iead times and costs for the required product. In order to 
process the request the supplier may have to request raw materials from another 
factory (e.g. a spinning company}, thus triggering that company's scheduling 
system. When the requested item has been produced, the supplier communicates 
the product data to the customer. This information is retrieved from the customer 
database, which is represented in Figure 1 by the class PDMANAGER and will be 
described in Section 3.2. 

FACTDRYAGENT is the basic class offered by the framework to implement 
Factory Agents. Bach Factory Agent is uniquely identified by an URL network 
address and provides a computational environment for the execution of mobile 
agents migrating through the network. In particular, the class FACTDRYAGENT 
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offers the support for concurrency and allows mobile agents who come from 
different customers to share the local Factory Agent's resources without creating 
visibility problems. 
The framework provides the class A TPNETWORK, which hides the physical 
characteristics of the communication medium and provides support for the Agent 
Transfer Protocol (Lange and Oshima, 1998). 

The class A TPNETWORK is responsible for providing the security mechanisms 
including authentication tools, encryption for disclosure control and integrity of 
data on the network, firewalls for site security, and so on. To be more precise, the 
security policies operate to: 
• Restriet or grant agent capabilities. The affected capabilities could include 

creating new agents, or traveling. 
• Set agent resource consumption Iimits. This implies CPU usage, memory and 

disk consumption, the number of new agents created, and the number of 
network connections allowed. 

• Restriet or grant access. This means access to travel destinations, to Operations 
that an agent invoke, and data that an agent can view or alter. 

In a VF new customers and suppliers can dynamically appear and disappear. 
When a new Factory Agent enters the supply chain it establish business 
relationships with its suppliers by sending mobile agents ( called Proxy Agent) to 
the suppliers Factory Agents. Each Proxy Agent acts as a proxy of the originating 
Factory Agent and is responsible for managing the collaboration with the supplier 
(e.g. informing the originating Factory Agent about changes in the supplier's 
schedule). 
Proxy Agents 
PRoxYAGENT is the abstract class provided by the framework to implement Proxy 
Agents. The Proxy Agent constitutes the remote portion of the customer' s resource 
planning system, and in particular it is responsible for the remote management of 
the events raised by the supplier Factory Agent. The Proxy Agent is able to decide 
which events are to be notified to the remote Factory Agent. In some cases, this 
architectural solution reduces the network load by buffering the events and 
delaying their notification. In other cases, the Proxy Agent undertakes actions to 
solve specific problems autonomously. 

Whenever an event arises, the Proxy Agent instantiates a specific class which 
encapsulates the behavior in order to handle that event. The framework provides 
the abstract class EVENTHANDLER which has to be specialized for each event. The 
specific subclass of EVENTHANDLER can be specified inside the Proxy Agent 
before it is sent to the supplier Factory Agent, or it can be downloaded from the 
customer site (see Figure 3). 
Proxy Agents communicate with the remote customer Factory Agent by 
exchanging Voyager Agents. 
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Figure 3. Event Handling by the Proxy Agent. 

Voyager Agent 
Voyager Agents are represented by the class VOYAGERAGENT and have three main 
functionalities: 
• They are used to place customer orders. When the Proxy Agent receives a 

Voyager Agent carrying an order from the remote Factory Agent, it triggers 
the ERP of the local Factory Agent in order to accommodate the new request. 

• They are used to send the information related to the specific material used for 
the production of the requested item back to the customer Factory Agent. This 
information is retrieved by the Proxy Agent from the Product Data Manager of 
the supplier Factory Agent. 

• They are used to notify relevant events to the customer Factory Agent. 
Performance tests have been made between two partners located in different 

networks. One partner was located at the Politecnico of Turin and was using a 
LAN connection (10 Mb/s Ethernet) for Internet access. The other partner was 
located in Biella (a city in the north-west of Italy) and was using a ISDN 
connection (64 kb/s) for Internet Access. The time of a Voyager Agent (4 kb) to 
transport the code, post an order, and return to the customer site was about 10 
seconds the frrst time and about 4 seconds on subsequent tests. The difference is 
due to the use of the caching techniques of the A TP demon: the code is transferred 
only the frrst time; on the other occasions only the state is transferred. 

3.2 Resource Ievel 
The resource Ievel consists of the enterprise resource planning systems and the 
Product Data Managers. They are specific to each physical factory and are 
integrated into the agent-based infrastructure by means of adapter classes. 

Enterprise Resource Planning system 
The resource planning systems of the enterprises belonging to the supply chain are 
usually heterogeneous. In order to make it possible for them to interoperate, they 
must have a homogeneous interface. However, legacy resource planning systems 
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are in generat complex, very expensive, and integrated in more generat systems 
which manage various enterprise activities. Thus, it is not commercially feasible to 
substitute the enterprise's planning systems with a standard one. 

Forthis reason the framework provides the class ERPADAPTER (see Figure 2), 
which has a standard interface and wraps the legacy ERP systems of the physical 
factories. Our work is strictly related to the ongoing business object activity inside 
OMG, as the ERP interfaceaffered by the wrapper is exactly a business object. 

Some of the ERP ADAPTER functionalities are listed below: 
• Receive a client's order; 
• Receive arequest to cancel a client's order; 
• Receive arequest to modify a client's order; 
• Receive the request to speed up the execution of a client's order. 
• Notify the delivery of client's order; 
• Notify the anticipated delivery of (apart) order; 
• Notify the delay of a client's order; 

Product Data Manager 
Bach actor in the supply chain network up to the retailer has direct access via 
Internetto the situation andlor technical data of a specific item wanted (wool, yarn, 
fabric, and garment). Having access to an extensive database which records the 
seasonal production characteristics of each supplier, means that it is possible to 
provide regular assessments of the availability and quality of raw materials. This 
will contribute significantly to the customer's ability to sell bis products while 
maintaining an acceptable Ievel of stock. 

To give an example, the key Product Data for the customer of a spinning mill are 
the yarn count, the composition of the yarn, the values regarding the composition 
of the yarn, the values thickness, thin places, naps in the yarn, values for the turn 
per meter in the yarn, environmental aspects of the product, and price. 

Material information is stored in the local database of each enterprise, and is 
accessible by the Factory Agent through the PDMANAGER (see Figure 2). 

3.3 User Level 
The user Ievel consists of the Interface Agents (see Figure 2) which provide the 
user with a point of access to the supply chain. 

An Interface Agent is a specific mobile agent which can run inside a Web 
Browser. lt is executed when the user Ioads the Webpage of a specific supplier. 
The Interface Agents communicate with the supplier Factory Agent by exchanging 
VoyagerAgentsand offer the following services to the users: 
• They allow the user to retrieve information about the characteristics of the 

supplier's products. This information is not statically coded in the supplier 
web page, but it is retrieved at run-time from the supplier's Product Data 
Manager. This solution has the advantage that it provides information which is 
always up-to-date. 
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• They allow the user to forward orders for the supplier's products. In this case 
the interaction between the user and the supplier Factory Agent is similar to 
the interaction between a customer and supplier Factory Agents. 

Interface Agents offer support to the development of the «virtual kiosk»; it is a 
point of access to the supply chain located at the retailer site. It allows customers to 
browse a virtual catalog (built using virtual reality techniques) of the 
manufacturers products and order «made-to-measure» clothes (this task is not part 
of our contribution to the textile project). 

The adoption of virtual catalogs and the integration inside the chain of distributed 
PDMs offers the opportunity to transfer forecast of order data directly from the 
customers to weavers and spinners. One of the benefits of this architectural 
solution is the reduction of inventories at the retailers site. 

4 RELATEDWORK 
A multi-agent framework for modeling supply chain dynamics (Swaminathan et al. 
1998) has been developed at Carnegie Mellon University. It consists of a network 
of autonomous or semi-autonomous business entities (modeled as agents) 
collectively responsible for procurement, manufacturing and distribution activities 
associated with one or more families of related products. Different agents in the 
framework communicate with each other through messages. Since the framework 
is based on a discrete event simulator, agents are activated based on the time of 
activation of incoming messages. A software application using some of the 
concepts from this framework has been developed at IBM. 

The Integrated Supply Chain Management System (Fox et al. 1994) developed at 
the University of Toronto provides an approach to the realtime performance of 
supply chain functions. The supply chain is managed by a set of interacting 
software agents each responsible for one or more activities in the supply chain (e.g. 
order acquisition, resource and activities scheduling, order dispatching, etc.) An 
Enterprise Information Architecture provides communication and information 
services. 

The National Industrial Information Infrastructure Protocols (NIIIP) project 
(Bolton, 1996) will enable innovative suppliers throughout America's industrial 
base to take advantage of recent advances in object information technology 
(CORBA); product data definition (STEP); and communications networks 
(INTERNET) to assemble Virtual Enterprises. It aims to establish an open, 
standards based software infrastructure protocol which will integrate 
heterogeneous and distributed computing environments across U.S. 
manufacturing companies. 

5 CONCLUSION 
Collaborating autonomous agents are becoming an increasingly attractive 
alternative to traditional hierarchical control architectures, offering better support 
for robustness, scalability, reconfigurability, and reusability, especially in systems 
where problern solving and decision making must be distributed. This is 
particularly true for Virtual Factories. 
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In this paper, we have shown how a supply chain integration infrastructure can be 
implemented using object-oriented technology, software agent technology, and 
code mobility. 
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